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ABOUT SHALEIGH
ShaLeigh Comerford is an Irish & Native American choreographer and the artistic director of
ShaLeigh Dance Works, a dance-theatre company based in Durham, NC and founded in 2005. Her
work is driven by a desire to uplift powerful stories and voices that address the human condition in
relation to inequalities and forces of erasure. Her work stresses our instinctive human need to
connect regardless of race, class, age, ability, or gender.
She is a graduate of Hollins University with a Master’s degree in Visual and Performing Arts.
ShaLeigh began her formal dance training on scholarship with the Roanoke Ballet Theatre and the
American Dance Festival and continued her training in NYC and at P.A.R.T.S in Brussels, Belgium.
In 2011, she was personally invited to train in the Gaga movement language with Ohad Naharin
and the Batsheva Dance Company in Tel Aviv, Israel for their inaugural teacher training program.
As a young performer, she made her professional stage debut in musical theatre at the age of ten
as the lead in Mill Mountain Theatre’s musical production of Alice in Wonderland. She later starred
as lead in Roanoke Children’s Theatre’s premiere production and touring version of Charlotte’s
Web. She has choreographed over a dozen musical theatre productions for regional and
community theatres, most notably Spring Awakening directed by Jenna Worsham at the Lime Kiln
Theater and Teen Brain directed by Doug Zschiegner at The Dumas Center.
ShaLeigh was a principal dancer with the Roanoke Ballet Theatre where she performed and toured
with the company from 2000-04. She performed leading roles with the Virginia Ballet Academy
and guest roles with the Carolina Ballet and Cirque USA. She has also apprenticed with the Bill T.
Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company and has performed with Keigwin & Company, Tina Croll &
Company, the Dendy Dance Theater, Carolina Ballet, Martha Clarke, Rosie Herrera, as well as a
restaging of Batsheva Dance Company’s Minus Sixteen and an Official Music Video for Blind by
Christian Loffler.
ShaLeigh’s choreography and commissions have been presented throughout the United States
and abroad. She has been commissioned by the American Dance Festival, Arts Access, Shannon
Media Inc., Cambridge University, Keio University, Washington & Lee University, Elon University,
Cirque USA, North Carolina Museum of Art, Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University, Campaneria
Ballet Company, Durham Ballet Theatre, Mill Mountain Theatre, Roanoke Ballet Theatre, Roanoke
Children’s Theatre, Virginia Ballet Academy and City Modern Ensemble. She has been a
showcased artist of Judson’s Church, Dixon Place, The Flea Theatre, American Dance Guild, Chen
Dance Center’s NewSteps Series, Durham Independent Dance Artists, the North Carolina
Presenters Consortium, North Carolina Dance Festival, and Booking Dance Festival at Jazz at
Lincoln Center.
ShaLeigh is a recipient of the 2018 Ella Pratt Fountain Emerging Artist Award and an awarded
winner in the 2013 Tokyo Experimental Festival of Sound, Art & Performance to design a
performance installation at the Institute of Contemporary Art and International Cultural Exchange.
The performance installation toured to the Noguchi Room at Keio University (MITA) and
Comerford was invited to perform at The Week of Foreign Female Dancers in Tokyo at Roppongi
Stripe’s Space. Her ADF commissioned work Meadow Dance was named Best of 2021 for
Outstanding Choreography by Chatham Life and Style. ShaLeigh currently serves as Adjunct
Instructor of dance at Elon University and as Assistant Professor at Washington & Lee University.
She is also Founder and practitioner of ShaGa Movement.

THE COMPANY
ShaLeigh Dance Works (SDW) is a nonprofit, dance-theater company dedicated to inspiring
people of all abilities, social backgrounds, cultures, and generations with the transformative
power of dance. Under the direction of founder and artistic director ShaLeigh Comerford, SDW is
recognized for its socially conscious works, expansive movement language, and commitment to
community action.
ShaLeigh first founded the company with a premiere at the 4th annual Greensboro Fringe
Festival in 2005. Since receiving a standing ovation at their NYC debut at Judson Church two
years later, a whirlwind of performances launched SDW into recognition as an emerging dancetheater company. Their success has taken them from performances and creative residencies in
NYC to Germany, England, Israel, and Japan. With a focus on artistic excellence, nurturing artists,
and designing programs to empower those impacted by marginalization, SDW aims to provide a
concrete example of how dance can transform people’s lives and enrich society.
Each year, SDW creates programming at the intersection of art, culture, and social change to
enrich our communities. The company also offers multiple performances that bring mixed-ability
movers to professional stages and panel discussions on making dance inclusive to people with
disabilities. SDW’s engagement practices are an integral part of their work and include
partnerships with The Reality Center, Arts Access, Vision Insights, InSightful Visionaries, and Dark
Room Ballet to provide advocacy, opportunities, and access to the arts for all people.
SDW has had the privilege of receiving commissions, residencies, and most recently their third
NYC tour since establishing Durham as their home base. The company has been invited to create
and perform in dance venues, museums, sites, and festivals including the prestigious American
Dance Festival, multiple tours with the North Carolina Dance Festival, and has presented work as
showcased artists of Shannon Media Inc., Durham Independent Dance Artists, the North Carolina
Presenters Consortium, and Booking Dance Festival at Jazz at Lincoln Center. From inspiration to
world premiere, SDW annually commissions composers to create original new music for their
programs as well as a diverse collaborative artistic team of performers, designers, and creators.
Since 2017, their annual world premieres have received standing ovations and critical acclaim.
Their ADF commissioned work Meadow Dance was named Best of 2021 for Outstanding
Choreography by Chatham Life and Style. The Fruit’s venue owner Tim Walter called their 2020
premiere The In-Between “a sound experience that’s among the best I’ve ever heard in dance —
or any performance. This is a work in which all the elements combine in ways that captivate an
audience.” Triangle Arts Review called their 2019 premiere Bamboo Wind “sensual, engaging
and breathtakingly beautiful.” Their 2018 premiere I Promise was listed by Byron Woods of INDY
Week as one of “Five exceptional dances from 2017,” and their ADF premiere of Dedicated to [ ]
because of [ ] (and vice versa) was hailed by Kate Dobbs Ariail of CVNC as “a marvelous surprise
… with its mix of Gaga-style freedom of movement and balletic elegance … well suited to the
complex balance of dance theater.”
SDW has received recognition and awards from the National Endowment for the Arts, MAP Fund,
Mary Duke Biddle Foundation, North Carolina Arts Council, Durham Arts Council, Symonds
Family Foundation, Dance Theatre Workshop, and the Tokyo Metropolitan Foundation for
History and Culture for their research and performance collaborative spanning artists in the US,
Germany, London, and Holland on the relationships between language, movement, and sound.

enVISION: Sensory Beyond Sight
As part of American Dance Festival’s 89th Season, ShaLeigh Dance Works presents enVISION:
Sensory Beyond Sight, an immersive and inclusive performance that does not require a viewer’s
vision.
The forty-five minute work is forged by the elaboration of new atmospheres and through a close
interaction between the performer and the audience. 6 audience members are ultimately guided
through the performance by a performer into the setting of the work, over a specific journey that tells
a collective story through textures, movements, sounds, music, scents, storytelling, and audience
participation. Participatory audience members who are sighted will wear a banner on their eyes as
they enter the work from the beginning to the end of the performance allowing both sighted and
unsighted people to share the experience.
enVision: Sensory Beyond Sight is choreographed and directed by ShaLeigh Comerford in
collaboration with the artistic team. Original music by Eric Hirsh.
Estimated Run-Time: 45 minutes
enVISION: Sensory Beyond Sight by ShaLeigh Comerford is co-commissioned by The American
Dance Festival with support from the Doris Duke/SHS Foundations Award for New Works and is
supported in part by The National Endowment for the Arts, MAP Fund, the Mary Duke Biddle
Foundation, the Durham Arts Council’s Annual Arts Fund and the North Carolina Arts Council, a
division of the Department of Natural and Cultural Resources.

MOVING, STILL & MEADOW DANCE
As a part of ADF’s reopening event at Mystic Farm and Distillery in 2021, ShaLeigh Dance Works was
commissioned to create two new site-specific works. Created specifically for this occasion and this
site, the opening movement installation entitled Moving, Still was designed as an evolving sculpture
garden with 10 dancers. The installation focuses on shifting rather than arriving and explores the
moment of transition between stillness and motion. Comerford was inspired by the idea of how we
are all transitioning together in this time of COVID and the layers of effort and resilience that we have
all had to discover. The design creates constantly shifting compositions where even moments of
stillness have a continual sense of progression.
Meadow Dance was created for 5 dancers and was designed to visually interact with the music score
to strengthen the relationship between sound and movement within the landscape. The work
continues to examine the movement concepts of Moving, Still but expands to more spatial, temporal,
and visual dynamics. The second movement travels in spirals and diagonals that cut across the
expansive horizon. The choreography features the trajectory of movement and energy to highlight
the very essence of the dancers in motion with the expanse of the open field.
Moving, Still and Meadow Dance is choreographed and directed by ShaLeigh Comerford in
collaboration with the dancers. Original compositions are by Mike Wall at soundFORMovement.
Named Best of 2021 for Outstanding Choreography by Chatham Life and Style
Estimated Run-Time of Moving, Still: 15 minutes; Meadow Dance: 8 minutes

A Thousand Ways to Say Hello
ShaLeigh Dance Works's film A Thousand Ways to Say Hello explores the intersection of screen and
three-dimensional world. The heart of the work resides in dissolving what feels like barriers - freed
through an ethos tied to sharing the experience as wholly as possible.
A Thousand Ways to Say Hello is a poetic virtual performance that is devoted to exploring the
boundaries of connection within a virtual space. In a time when we must be distant, we asked
ourselves, how can we assemble, share weight, share power, and care for our bodies and each
other? How can we reorient ourselves within a virtual space and a chaotic world? The work explores
the line between distance and proximity, and how the most intimate moments can arise from finding
new ways of making contact and showing up.
The work was filmed entirely on phone cameras in two locations—Durham, NC and San Juan, PR. It
blends movement generated by each of the artists with original sound scores by Mike Wall.
A Thousand Ways to Say Hello was supported by the North Carolina Arts Council, a division of the
Department of Natural and Cultural Resources, and Durham Arts Council, local grants administrator.
Estimated Run Time: 20 minutes

WHAT THE CRITICS ARE SAYING
"Captivating and hypnotizing!"
Marie Muir Durham Magazine
“incredible sound experience that’s among the best I’ve ever heard in dance — or any performance.
Truly, this is a work in which all the elements combine in ways that captivate an audience. Kudos!”
Timothy Walter for Durham Fruit
“Compelling” and “Powerful”
Susan Broili Arts
“a series of uncertain encounters with the Other across international, intercultural & interpersonal
borders, in response to the polarization that’s been turning us into “a nation of Others” ... Its
nuanced social metaphors and raw emotional realism reminded me of Pina Bausch.”
Byron Woods for criticalifragilistic.blogspot.com
“ShaLeigh Dance Works presented a 90-minute respite from daily anxiety … and also offered a
sense of hope that diverse peoples could peacefully co-exist. After this affirming work, the world
outside seemed brighter even on a cloudy night when no stars could be seen. I felt a sense of
peace and calm I had not experienced when I had first entered the performance space … Kudos to
the cast … the production crew … and everyone else, including the donors, who made this
powerful work possible.”
Susan Broili Arts
“Comerford’s vivid imagination is clearly on display throughout this thought-provoking new work.”
Byron Woods for indyweek.com
“A fresh, new dance group is quickly making upward progress on the Triangle scene … ShaLeigh is
quickly becoming known in and out of Durham for its inclusive and adventurous programming.
Comerford has assembled a group of dancers whose passion is refreshingly honest, and they
clearly understand the emotional journey of the piece, a testament of their talents and Comerford’s
control as a director. As its third production, the evening showed immense promise from ShaLeigh
who … will no doubt make an influential mark on the wider arts scene.”
Jackson Cooper for CVNC.org
“Rousing group work.”
Michaela Dwyer for indyweek.com
“a marvelous surprise … with its mix of Gaga-style freedom of movement and balletic elegance, is
well suited to the complex balance of dance theatre”
Kate Dobbs Ariail for CVNC.org
“Beautifully danced and featuring choreography and movement so smooth as to be almost primal,
this performance is sensual, engaging, and breathtakingly beautiful.”
Triangle Arts Review
“stark and inventive!”
The News & Observer

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
ShaLeigh Dance Works creates engagement programs designed to empower communities through
cultural understanding and advancement. When on tour, their performances can be accompanied by
lectures, workshops, classes, panel discussions, open rehearsals, flash mobs, or site-specific
movement performances that have been designed to deepen community engagement and
connection. SDW feels it is important to allow their efforts to meet the present needs they identify in
each community.
If our art defines us, then so does our audience and our programs. The reality is that we are all
different, and that all of our needs vary. SDW strives to meet the needs of everyone, to create events
that make us all feel welcome, valued, and involved; and most importantly enable diverse
communities to have the same opportunity to richly engage and experience the arts.
We design programs that are open to everyone. We are committed to creating a welcoming space for
LGBTQIA, POC, people living with disability and the elderly.

MASTER CLASSES
SDW’s Repertory and Performance

Join the company experience in this workshop while learning excerpts of SDW’s repertory. This workshop will share
methods employed by the company while creating their 2022-2023 dance-theatre works. Artistic Director ShaLeigh
Comerford will offer a sampling of how the company blends various techniques and approaches to compose dynamic
movement phrases. Participants will also enjoy discovering their own solo movement through the use of improvisational
scores designed for the original creation process. Available to all skill levels; a dance or theatre background is not
required.

ShaGa Beyond Sight

ShaGa: Beyond Sight offers an immersive dance-theatre experience that explores the intersection of movement and
language beyond the visual lens. The workshop invites participants to experience movement without the use of their
sight and explores emerging artistic practices in self-audio description as an art form. The class is built upon the creative
process developed for their world premiere of enVISION: Sensory Beyond Sight, an immersive dance-theatre work that
does not require a viewer’s vision. The work is developed to offer a sensory approach to experiencing dance and theatre.
Available to all skill levels; a dance or theatre background is not required.

Community ShaGa

ShaGa is a guided healing movement practice based on the philosophy that what we do in the studio can affect our lives
outside of it and that inhabiting our bodies allows us to more fully inhabit the world we live in. It is designed for all people
of all abilities who want to connect to their passion to move and discover in a welcoming, accepting atmosphere.
Evocative ideas and imagery create an improvisational playground that enhances increased sensitivity to our bodies while
going beyond familiar limits and expanding our movement potential. As we allow our innate, inner rhythms, we
experience freedom inside our movement and inside our minds while connecting our bodies to our imaginations. Class
begins slowly and builds to continuous motion. The practice opens us up to more pleasure and the capacity to
experience movement as a dynamic, healing force of vitality. Dancers, yogis, and movers of all kinds and abilities are
invited to participate. No prior experience necessary.
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